
dark-colored 
cardstock or 
construction paper 
(black, purple, or 
blue work well)

scissors

clear nail polish

water

bowl

paper towel

gloves

printable card 
templates

glue

pencil

Rainbow Paper Cards
Step 1
Cut your cardstock or construction paper to about the size 

of an index card. (Make sure it fits inside the bowl!) Put on 

gloves to keep the nail polish off your hands.

Step 2  
Fill the bowl with water, then place the paper inside. Push 

it down to submerge it completely, then let it float for a bit.

Step 3  
Pour 3–4 drops of nail polish above the paper, then lift the 

paper up so the nail polish sticks to it. (If you get strings of 

dried nail polish in the water, just pick them out.)

Step 4  
Place the paper on a paper towel to dry. You should see 

bands of rainbow colors!

Step 5  
Pick your favorite printable card, cut it out along the 

dashed lines, then fold it along the green line.

Step 6  
Use glue to attach your rainbow-y paper behind the 

cutout on the card so it peeks through. 

Step 7  
Sign, seal, and deliver your rainbow mail, or turn 

it into wall art!

You’ll need
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cut along the
dashed lines!

Go with the bow.

No rain, no shine.
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cut along the
dashed lines!

Let your colors shine.

Rain-whoa!
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What’s going on?
So how does clear nail polish turn rainbow-y? The colors aren’t 
in the nail polish (or the paper) — they’re created by 
reflected light. 

When you dripped the nail polish into the bowl, it spread out into 
a very, very thin film floating on the surface of the water. That 
thinner-than-tissue film is what you picked up onto the paper. 

When light shines on the paper, some of it reflects off the front of 
the nail polish film (like a mirror). But since the nail polish is clear, 
some of the light passes through (like a window) and then 
reflects off the back of the nail polish film. 

The rainbow-y effect comes from the 
combination of those two reflections. White 
light (like light from the Sun) is made up of all 
the colors of the rainbow. As the reflections combine, some of the 
colors are amplified and become more intense — those are the 
colors you see! 

And if you’re thinking this looks a little like the colors in soap 
bubbles, you’re right! A bubble’s “skin” is a thin film of soap and 
water that creates reflections, just like the nail polish. So break 
out the bubbles, and let your colors shine!
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